PC Requirements for
Agrinavia FIELD and Agrinavia MAP
General
If your current PC is too slow, it might be an idea to install additional RAM. However, additional RAM does not solve all
problems, and we recommend that you consider upgrading to a more powerful PC. Agrinavia FIELD and MAP
generally run at good speed on all computers that are fairly up-to-date. This could typically be a PC that is 1-3 years
old at most. (There are exceptions, of course!)

Unit

Minimum Requirements

Comments

Operating
system

Make sure to keep your Windows version
updated with the latest service packs
from Microsoft. Use the online Windows
update feature.

The software can be installed on both the 32-bit and 64bit versions of the operating systems.

Processor

Intel Pentium 4
Intel Pentium M

If you purchase a new PC today, the processor will
typically be powerful enough for Agrinavia FIELD/MAP.

RAM

2 GB

Make sure that particularly PCs running Windows Vista
are not low on RAM, as Vista consumes many
resources in itself.

Hard disk

50-100 GB

Agrinavia FIELD and MAP need approx. 1 GB of space.
Ortophoto for a couple of municipalities takes up 5-7
GB, for instance.

Graphics
system

Middle range

Make sure the graphics card has ample memory.
Preferably 256 MB RAM or more. Avoid graphics
systems that share memory with the internal RAM.

CD/DVD
USB etc.

CD burner

It is handy to have a CD/DVD burner or a USB memory
stick to use for backups of your data. All new PCs have
USB ports.

Antivirus
software and
Firewall

Subscription for updates via the internet
and a hardware-based firewall.

Make sure your PC has a professional antivirus
program from day 1. Cleaning a PC for virus is
expensive. In addition, we recommend a hardwarebased firewall.

Internet

512/128 Kbit.
If you want the online facilities the
requirements are: 5000/2000 kbit

Expected download time for Agrinavia FIELD
512/128 KB/s: 12 minutes.
4096/512 KB/s: 5 minutes.

